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distribution strategy for VMs and ensure the performance of
the VMs. Considering a situation of managing 20 VMs on 5
PMs, the CSP needs to compare 520 possible combinations to
find out proper strategies for allocating resource for the VMs.
To solve such a difficult problem, genetic algorithms (GA) are
adopted to make the distribution strategy for CSP.
GA is a kind of global search algorithm developed by John
Holland in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The fundamental
concept of GA is to apply evolution to different generations,
then the generations may gradually converge to an optimized
solution. Running GA on a control server, a CSP can rearrange
VMs to different PMs to better utilize the physical resource on
PMs, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Abstract - Advance of the novel cloud computing
technologies reduces hardware cost by sharing resources
operated by a cloud service provider (CSP). If an
inappropriate distribution strategy is applied resulting in
unbalanced resource allocation, the virtual machines on the
overloading hosts cannot perform as expected. In this paper,
we present a framework to apply genetic algorithms for
balancing resource allocation and reallocation to help CSP
managing resources of physical machines. The framework
collects CPU utilization data for the control server to
construct a proper distribution strategy using the proposed
algorithm, GASd (Genetic Algorithm-based Strategy
Daemon). GASd allows CSP to select a dimension of load
(CPU and memory of IO utilization) and to control the
migration ratio of virtual machines running on different
physical machines. We conduct several experiments to
evaluate GASd and the result shows that GASd can come out
an optimized strategy when considering different load
dimensions in distributing VMs on physical machines. We
further show that GASd can determine an optimized strategy
in distributing 10000 virtual machines on 2500 physical
machines, in 139 seconds (using TS selection) with a genetic
distance of 6.25%.

Fig. 1: The application of Genetic Algorithm
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II.
I.

INTRODUCTION

THE EXISTING GA-BASED RESOURCE
ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

In recent years, some algorithms based on GA were
proposed to help allocating physical resource for virtual
machines in a cloud system. Jinhua Hu et.al [1] designed an
algorithm (called HGA) to allocate resource and
simultaneously keep load balanced on CPU in 2010. In 2012,
Shin Chen et.al [2] presented another algorithm to allocate
resource by considering more factors.
Hu’s algorithm searches for an optimized solution to
reallocate physical resource such that all CPUs are running in a
balanced state while keeping the migration cost as low as
possible. The algorithm applies a high mutation rate in the
former generations, and then gradually reduce the mutation
rate to speed up the converge. In Hu’s algorithm, only one
factor is considered, which is no longer practical since memory

In a cloud system, several physical machines (PMs) are
used to provide resource for virtual machines (VMs) by
adopting modern virtualization technologies. Due to the variety
of resource required by different VMs, a proper resource
management strategy is needed for balancing resource
allocation among VMs and to guarantee the performance of
VMs running in the cloud system. Since a cloud service
provider needs to manage a large amount of resource in a cloud
system, it is not easy to generate a proper distribution strategy.
Many researchers intend to leverage genetic algorithms to
design a resource allocation algorithm to solve the above issue,
such that a cloud service provider (CSP) can make a good
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and network I/O are important factors in managing virtual
machines.
Shin Chen et.al presented HGA to reallocate resource for
VMs by considering more factor, less migration cost and fewer
active physical machines. Three dimensions (load, amount of
active PMs and migration cost) are used in HGA. In HGA,
load dimensions, instead of load balance, are considered. Two
PMs are considered to be load balanced if they have the same
ratio of CPU utilization and network throughput.
The above algorithms use fitness functions to evaluate the
survival ability of an individual data in GA, where a large
fitness value implies the high survival ability. Since load
deviation is the denominator in the fitness functions, a small
decrease of load deviation may cause a dramatic increase in
fitness value and lead to a distorted situation.
In this paper, we propose a framework for resource
management (VRMF) and a GA-based strategy algorithm
(GASd) by designing unfitness functions and unfitness values
to evaluate individual’s survival ability. To guarantee the
service provided by a CSP, no idle PM is allowed in VRMF.
Hence, only system load and migration cost are considered in
GASd.

ordered low-pass filter function, is adopted to smooth the
sequence of utilization data in Analyzer. The input of Analyzer
is a sequence of raw probing data, while the output is a single
average utilization of a VM. Then, Strategy Maker runs GASd
and generates new distribution strategy to keep load balanced
among PMs in a cloud system.

Fig. 3: The Resource Manager
GASd is an algorithm based on genetic algorithm (GA).
GASd runs in Strategy Maker in Resource Manager to
determine a strategy and keep load balanced among PMs in
terms of both CPU and memory. GASd concerns about the
migration cost when a new strategy was made. The migration
cost should consider the environment factors, such as VM’s
image size, the disk I/O rate of source PM and destination PM
and the network bandwidth between the two PMs. These
factors are decided by use cases, hence, GASd estimated
migration cost by the ratio of moving VM amount to total VM
amount instead. Before conducting GASd, we define the
workload caused by VM and its unfitness functions.
Taking GA as its base, GASd performs a series of
operations, like selection, crossover and mutation. Finally, the
output of GASd can be an optimized distribution strategy
according to the utilization data obtained in the previous period,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.

III. VRMF
VRMF is a framework responsible for allocating resource
and keeping load balancing among all PMs/ VRMF is
composed of two components: U-probe and Resource Manager.
U-probe operates in each VM and Resource Manager (running
GASd) executes in the cloud control server (CCS), as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Two load dimensions, including CPU
utilization and memory utilization are considered in GASd and
hence U-probe collects the two factors for GASd by invoking
/proc/stat and /proc/meminfo.

Fig. 4: The workflow of GAsd

GASd consists of four steps: Initial, update, selection,
crossover, and mutation, explained in the following
subsections:
Fig. 2: The system architecture of VRMF: (a) The
physical cloud computing environment (b) The software
corresponding to physical environment

A. Initial
Initially, GASd loads the utilization data and environment
parameters, the hardware specification of each PM and the
resource requirement of each VM are generated.

Resource Manager receives the utilization data from Uprobe and then applies GASd to make a new distribution
strategy to keep load balanced. As shown in Fig. 3, Resource
Manager is composed of Monitor, Analyzer and Strategy
Maker. Initially, Resource Manager keeps the hardware
specification of each PM and resource requirement of each VM
in PMPROP and VMPROP, respectively. Monitor collects and
stores the raw probing data from U-probe forward the raw data
to the Analyzer. The Analyzer first smoothes the sequence of
the raw data to better evaluate the resource utilization of a VM.
The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA), a first-

B. Update
GASd updates its current solution in the ‘update’ step. At
the beginning of update, the proposed unfitness function is
used to calculate every individual’s unfitness value for this
generation, then updates the current solution according to these
new unfitness value.
In the first generation, this step simply chooses the
individual with the lowest unfitness value to be the current
solution. In the following generations, this step is conducted
after the operation of mutation, and chooses the individual with
the lowest unfitness value to compare with the current solution.
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of population, and makes GASd to give up the potential of
those weak individuals. So, RRWS uses a rank value to
map individuals on wheel to eliminate the bias caused by
the big gap unfitness values. Note that, in RRWS, a
parameter SP is used to adjust the tolerance to poor
performance individuals. Comparatively, larger SP
normally has smaller tolerance to the individuals with poor
performance individuals.

If the chosen individual has a lower unfitness value than the
current solution, it takes place of the current solution. When
GASd finishes its execution, this current solution becomes the
final solution. Except updating the current solution, this step
also issues a termination condition to determine the
termination. The termination condition generally occurs either
when reaching the maximum iteration or when the user
requirements are satisfied. For example, when the termination
condition is set to 300 iterations or standard deviation becomes
smaller than 5%. If current solution reaches a standard
deviation smaller than 5%, GASd terminates its execution.

3) TS (Tournament Selection)
TS selects several candidates from the previous generation,
and puts the best candidates into the pool. The parameter ts
in TS stands for the proportion of candidates to the
population size. In Fig. 6, 3 out of 6 individuals are selected
(since ts is set to 3), and then the best one is selected to be
the final result of TS.

C. Selection
‘Selection’ step is responsible for choosing parent
individuals from current generation and putting the chosen
individuals into the selected pool for the next generation. In the
view of diversity, selection step absolutely reduces diversity of
the next generation, and prompts GASd to converge. Basically,
selection step tends to choose those individuals with lower
unfitness values. With different selection methods, the
tolerance to those bad individuals is different, and the
performance of GASd is also different. In the paper, we apply
three selection methods in GASd: Proportional Roulette Wheel
Selection (PRWS), Rank-based Roulette Wheel Selection
(RRWS) and Tournament Selection (TS).
1) PRWS (Proportional Roulette Wheel Selection)
PRWS first maps every individual on a wheel according to
their fitness value. And the occupied proportion of an
individual decided by its fitness value. The bigger fitness
value leads to more occupation on this wheel. After
mapping the individuals, this wheel starts to spin, and
choose an individual by the pointer when the wheel stops
each time until reaching the population count as shown in
Figure 5.

Fig. 6: TS with ts=3
D. Crossover
Crossover is the key to a new generation. Crossover
exchanges some features of an individual, increases the
diversity in generating new individuals and approaches to an
optimized solution. In this step, GASd randomly chooses a pair
of individuals the corss point to obtain new individuals with
new chromosome, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5: PRWS
Each time this wheel stops spinning, the pointed individual
is selected by the pointer. With this mechanism, it is
obvious that the bigger proportion an individual occupied,
the higher probability for being selected.

Fig. 7: The flow chart of crossover and its detail.

2) RRWS (Rank-based Roulette Wheel Selection)
RRWS uses a rank value to map individuals on the wheel
instead of their unfitness values. This idea helps GASd
prevent from premature (early converge). When a little
amount of individuals is much better than the other
individuals, these stronger individuals have very high
probability being chosen to become the parents of the next
generation. This situation drastically reduces the diversity

E. Mutation
Mutation further increases the diversity of the next
generations. GASd selects one bit of the chromosome and
changes its value randomly. The mutation repeats until all new
individuals are generated. Fig. 8 indicates the flow chart of
mutation and its detail.
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TABLE I: CPU loads collected by U-Probe in the Experiment
CP
memory
requirements
V M IU
loads (MB)
D
D
vm1
28.
2048
vm2
23.
1024
vm3
17.
2048
vm4
16.
1536
vm5
12.
3072
vm6
22.
4096
vm7
33.
2048
vm8
40.
2048

After performing GASd in the cloud control server,
different distribution strategies may come out for different
weight of CPU loads and memory requirements. If we assign
0.9 for weighting the CPU loads and 0.1 for memory
requirements, we may obtain Distribution Strategy I (See Fig.
10). If we concern more on memory requirements and assign
its weight to 0.9, then we may obtain Distribution Strategy II
(See Fig. 11). Moreover, after applying Distribution Strategy I,
we obtain a deviation of 0.32 for CPU loads and 7.44 for
memory requirements. This means that the four PMs in the
cloud system have similar computational loads. After applying
Distribution Strategy II, we obtain a deviation of 4.02 for CPU
loads and 1.81 for memory requirements, which means that the
four PMs have similar memory requirements.

Fig. 8: The flow chart of mutation and its detail.
IV.

CP
memory
requirements
V M IU
loads (MB)
vm9
18.
2560
vm10
9.2
3584
vm11
38.
4096
vm12
7.3
2048
vm13
8.1
3072
vm14
28.
4096
vm15
24.
1024
vm16
26.
1536

EVALUATION

VRMF and GASd is realized in a cloud system running
Xen as its hypervisor. Each PM installs XenServer as its host
OS, and these PMs connect to the cloud control server through
network. The cloud control sever runs a program call
XenCenter to manage the PMs. The control system designed
by Xen allows the administrator easily to control every PMs
and VMs through XenCenter.
Since XenServer provides hypervisor-based virtualization
interfaces, XenServer can be directly installed on a PM and can
manage hardware resource easier. In such a system, Dom0, a
special VM, provides the service console and the management
tools, while DomU, managed by Dom0, runs guest OSs on the
PM. Resource requests from DomU are managed by Dom0 for
better resource control, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10: Distribution Strategy I (concern more on CPU loads)

Fig. 9: XenServer’s system architecture.
In the above Xen-based cloud system, every VM runs Uprobe to collect utilization data for GASd. In the paper, we
only show how GASd works for rearranging VMs after
analyzing the utilization data from U-probes to keep load
balanced in the whole cloud system. In this experiment, we
adopt RRWS with SP =2 for selecting individuals and
generating new individuals. The experimental cloud system
runs 4 PMs, each of them has 4 cores with 16GB memory. In
the beginning, 16 VMs were launched on the 4 PMs. Table I
shows the CPU loads and memory requirements for each VM.

Fig. 11: Distribution Strategy II (concern more on
memory requirements)
From the experiment, we show that GASd is able to make a
distribution strategy according to the policy given by the cloud
service provider.
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